
Grade 1 – A Bunny’s Life 

1. Draw a line from the parent to the baby.   



Grade 1 – A Bunny’s Life 

Watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdQ_SA1JCs4 

 

2. What are the babies doing?  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. What is the mama bird doing? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

In nature, the baby bird chirps. This tells the mama bird that the baby is hungry. 

The mama bird finds food. The mama bird brings food to her babies.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdQ_SA1JCs4


Grade 1 – A Bunny’s Life 

4. Draw one way your family takes care of you. Write about it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 



Grade 1 – A Bunny’s Life 

5. Read about the bald eagle. Ask an adult to help 

you.  

The bald eagle is a large bird. They have strong 

eyesight. Their eyes help them find food. They have 

strong claws. Their claws help them hunt. Bald 

eagles fly fast! They have very wide wings to help 

them fly.  

Bald eagles build huge nests. The nests are made from sticks and grass. 

The nests are built high in the trees.  

Female eagles lay eggs in her nest. Baby eaglets hatch from the eggs. 

Both parents bring food to the babies. The young eaglets will learn to fly. 

The eaglets will leave the nest someday. 

 

6. Fill in the blanks below.  

  

 

 

 

Bald eagles have strong _____________________________________________________.  

Their eyesight helps them find ________________________________________________.  

Eagles hunt with their ________________________________________________________.  

Their wide wings help them __________________________________________________.  

Bald eagles build huge nests from sticks and __________________________________.  

They build nests high in ______________________________________________________.  

Baby eaglets hatch from ____________________________________________________.  

 

food  grass  eyesight     fly  claws  trees  eggs 



Grade 1 – A Bunny’s Life 

7. Design a nest you think an eagle would build for her babies. Draw your plan 

in the box below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Ask an adult for a paper plate. Build your nest on the plate. Find items in your 

home. Go outside to gather items.  

Ideas:  

 sticks 

 cut paper 

 leaves  

 yarn  

 grass  

 mud   

9. Show your nest to an adult. Tell them why you built the nest the way you did. 

Why would your nest be good for a bird and its babies?  

 


